IV Conclusion

II Methodology
Increasing variability and uncertainty lead to a growing complexity and present computational challenges for power system models  Most power systems experience increasing share of variable and non-dispatchable generation in their energy mix  Traditional power systems were primarily subject to power demand variations and fault occurrences  Adequate models for both shortand long-term planning become more complex
Rise of power systems underlying variability and uncertainty  Determining investments in new transmission lines or reinforcements of the existing transmission network is a crucial task in power system planning  Long-term and capital intensive decisions having a long-lasting effect on expected market prices and power system operation One approach of dealing with computational challenges is to reduce the dimension of the input data through finding representative samples For almost all techniques, the average load levels tend to be higher than in the reference case -heuristic can partly capture extreme values Based on the average normalized root-mean-square error, it stands to reason that k- Subsequent analysis of dimension reduction techniques can include the use of more sophisticated heuristics particularly in investment models as they depend on highest occurring values Ways of incorporating inter-temporal constraints to better capture medium-term dynamics and operational flexibility either by employing dimension reduction approaches or developing alternative solution strategies involving decomposition for the full year problem
